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Setting Localization Goals for the New Year

expansion

international sales

growth

increase consumer base

Step 1
Find your company

goals for the next year

Localization 

Goals

2020 

Focus on areas such as prices, timeline, and quality

delivered. Assess your "happiness level" in those

categories and consider to iterate  to the "next level" if

you believe there's foom for improvement in any of

those categories

Look for "buzz words "in the  company goals to

get some inspiration about how your Localization team might

contribute to achieve company goals

Step 2
Review your year before

setting goals for the next one

Step 3
Where are we going?

Use Localization Maturity Level  (LMM)  to benchmark

where you are vs where you would like to be

Identify KPIs and convert KPIs in relevant goals. 

 Example of Localization performance KPIs might be: %

of translation right the first-time / Error rate, %On-Time

Delivery, # new customers  in global markets ...

 

Step 4
Define timeline and

ownership

Define timeline and ownership The who does what by when is

crucial. Study the OKRs model and reflect on how this

framework  might help you to accomplish your goals. OKRs

are powerful  because OKRs help us to focus on what matters,

allow us to measure our progress and they enable large

groups to work together

Some examples of Localization goals might be :  release our new product in Southern Asia to increase customer base  a 40%

in 3 years, reduce our localization budget 10% by onboarding new vendors, reduce localization fixing  bugs phase in 1.5 days,

implement a script to automate LQA phase of component X to reduce the cost 15%  ....Think big, think out of the box ☺ 

The year is slowly coming to an end, it is time to analyze how it went, it’s time to set the future goals for our localization strategy, it’s time to

dream big to think where we want to be in 2020.

Example of "buzz words"

@yolocalizo


